LYONS SCHOOL AND ITS HISTORY

Richard J. Lyon was apparently one of those people trusted by many. A carver and guildor in New York City he was a member of a guild made of other professional artists. A cholera epidemic had descended on the city in 1852 and many made plans to leave the area. Richard was entrusted with funds (280.000.00 +) to purchase hundreds of acres in Michigan for other members of the guild.

With wife Martha, and a two year old daughter, Caroline, he moved his family to Livingston County. It is likely they came by way of the Erie Canal, steamer over Lake Erie and landed in Detroit. Richard purchased over 1000 acres in Brighton Township for other guild members. When one traveled west of Detroit, it was by foot or horseback into a wooded wilderness liberally sprinkled with marshes and lakes. The only trail was the Indians' Grand River Trail brushed out barely enough for a person on foot.

With their household goods in two wagons pulled by oxen and three milk cows, Richard and his family traveled three days to come from Detroit.

Following their arrival, the family names of Arms, Wolfs, Young, Prossor, Rogers, Mrs. and Mrs. Warner, Beach, Morgan, Conley, McDonald in the early records of Brighton Township. The first ones on the scene often housed other newcomers in their own one room log cabins and helped build their cabin. Most of these pioneers also had their families with them.

After shelter was provided and crops planted these settlers began to repair the lack of education which had been left far too the east. They had come searching for new lives and homes and realized their children's education was next on the priority list. As was often the case, a responsible pioneer dedicated an acre for the location of a school. Log of course, Richard and Martha were no exception. In 1832 the log school for District #8 was erected. The children of the settlers within walking distance began attending Lyon's school. In 1885 the school board decided a frame building needed to be erected. After more than 40 years the log structure had served its purpose well. The well provided water, the sun and oil lamps provided lighting, a wood stove, warmth. Two out houses as sanitary facilities and very young teachers taught. Now there were more desks, chairs, a recitation bench, roll up wall maps and pictures of Presidents Washington and Lincoln helped provide inspiration for about 20 students.

About 55 years later an addition was built, toilets brought indoors, electricity installed and a larger stove. However lunch came in their tin bucket, baseball, annie over, musical chairs, etc., were still played at recess. The last day of school picnic, the Christmas program and spelling bees often were community events.

After WW II and improved highways shortened the travel time from Detroit to an hour many families miniced the Lyons of 1852 and migrated to the Brighton area. They, too, soon realized the need for the education of their children. Unable to contain and educate the growing numbers of students rural schools consolidated and the old schools were empty. Few remain. Following the construction of a new town hall, the township board offered the Historical Society the building for restoration. With complete local support the Lyons School is again a viable structure. (Marianna Bair, Editor.)
A warm welcome to new members Ruben and Evelyn Gallegos and Fay Hall who is from California.

It is also gratifying to record such a large percentage of renewals. These are the folks who continue to support the aims and goals of the Society's mission.

To determine if your dues are paid for 2001 check the mailing label. "01" (or later) will confirm you are up to date. An earlier date "00" or "02" says the society is in need of your support. No date? The society believes it's important for you to receive the newsletter; however someone is paying the bill. It is hoped your support can be relied upon.

THANKS THANKS THANKS

Bert Bair and John & Janice Field for helping get July Trail Tales mailed.

Carolina DeLuca, Fay Hall and Dave Lehmann for including donations with their dues.

Ruben and Evelyn Gallegos for donating a dozen "D" ring three hole notebooks.

Mr. & Mrs. Jack Whitehead for a donation.

Esther Jarvis for a substantial donation in memory of Harold Jarvis, Jr., a native of Brighton.

Howell Davis and Diane Mannoch for desks donated.

Jim DeJohn, Harold Salom and Dick Weare for transporting the bookcase from Conway Township.

Jerry Bair for use of trailer for moving the bookcase.

Bill Anderson; Ed Bottum; Tom Coates; Jr. and Son; Judy Dalhin; Jim DeJohn; Nancy Freesmiens; Betty Hart; Judy Kline; Piet, Jane and Dana Lindhout; Diane and Sean Mannoch; Bill Metz; Kevin Nash; Stan Schaefer; St. J. Vallercourt; Carl Wann: Dick Weare and Wife for innumerable hours of work adjusting windows to watering the yard.

Jim DeJohn and Judy Kline for moving the desks donated by Howell Davis.

ARCHIVES: Compiling data and looking forward to moving into the archives room at the Lyons School.

BRIGHTON AREA HISTORY BOOK: Many are anatating the publication of this fine book, Carol McKenzie, 610/291-2967, is working diligently. She appreciates your help.

LYONS SCHOOL: When your editor arrives at the school she always finds jobs that have been completed. Weeds are pulled, desks and furniture cleaned, windows cleaned and painted, etc., July 51, about 15 people contributed labor and materials. Eaves were scraped and painted, the ramp railing painted, bathroom cleaned, 9.5' long book case installed, piano and organ moved, exterior lamps installed, AC and water heater turned on, etc. It is a genuine pleasure to be involved with so many who really care about the completion of the functional restoration of this former rural school. The society is aware of its responsibility to the community which has been so generous.

The Society expresses sincere sympathies to the families of Jean Leith Lanning and Frances "Bud" Stemman life-long residents of the area. Also to the families of Homer Rotherham and Cheryl Stockman. All of the above were Society members.

LYONS SCHOOL NEEDS...

...Pictures of George Washington and Abraham Lincoln.

...An interior flag stand and an exterior flag pole.

...Repair of wall maps.

...Base cabinets for bathroom and archives room.

...People to become "Friends of the Lyons School.

...Someone to bring the old round wood stove back to life.

FUND RAISING PROJECTS

YOUR SUPPORT IS VITAL

POST CARDS WITH EARLY LOCAL SCENES... pkg of 6/$5. : NOTE PAPER $2.50: COPIES OF 1875 PLAT MAPS OF BRIGHTON, GENOA, GREEN OAK AND HAMBURG TOWNSHIPS AND A 1915 MAP OF BRIGHTON FOR $1!: NEEDLEPOINT KITS $8. SHOW THE OLYTOWN HALL AS DO MAGS @ $5: AND TOTE BAGS $15. COVERLETS, RED, GREEN OR BLUE HAVE NINE LOCAL SITES WOVEN IN, $45. ALL THE ABOVE AT 810/229-6402.

A new TAPESTRY PILLOW, $30., depicting the Brighton railroad depot and train is available. A fine companion to the coverlets above 810/220-7934 TO ORDER.

WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

August 11, 12 MILFORD HISTORICAL SOCIETY will be participating in MILFORD MEMORIES by selling root beer floats, penny candy and lemonade along with a cemetery walk at Oak Grove Cemetery. September 15, 16, they’ll be conducting their home tour, and a flea market.

August 18, 2-4 P.M. GREEN OAK HISTORICAL Society will host Green Oak Day at Greenooh mill. 10470 Rushton Rd. George De Angeliss will present the history of the "Old Mill" Bring a picnic lunch, and lawn chair - eat by the Old mill stream, 261/480-3578 for more info.

Now thru November. PLYMOUTH HISTORICAL Museum is exhibiting doll houses and miniatures.

The SIGNATURE QUILT, on which are embroidered signatures for a donation of $10.00, has room for yours. Send in your signature or that of a relative. A file of signatures of early residents is available. Your donation is an appropriate and simple way to support the Society's activities.

TILES: 13 different local sites are shown on black/white 6" square ceramic tiles. These are all limited editions. Nostalgia antiques, 116 W. Main, has them in store at $3.00 or $5/21.00.

NEEDED

...People to call Nancy Freesmiens, 810/220-7934, or help plan the Society booth at the Art Fair. August 11-12. A couple of hours will be a big help. This is an opportunity for good P.R. for the society.

...Someone to serve as Society secretary and someone to serve as treasurer. Margie White has been treasurer for a number of years. She deserves a break, 810/229-6402.

...Someone to promote and help prepare applications for Michigan Historic Site Markers. 810/229-6402 with applications.

...First class stamps for administration and archival postage needs.

...Case of 81 x 11 white copy paper.

...3 hole notebooks, 11-2", D ring to properly file archival information.
A warm welcome to new members Ruben and Evelyn Gallegos and Fay Hall who is from California.

It is also gratifying to record such a large percentage of renewals. These are the folks who continue to support the aims and goals of the Society’s mission.

To determine if your dues are paid for 2001 check the mailing label. "01" (or later) will confirm you are up to date. An earlier date "99" or "00" says the society is in need of your support. No date? the Society believes it’s important for you to receive the newsletter. However someone is paying the bill. It is hoped your support can be relied upon.

THANKS THANKS THANKS

...Bert Bair and John & Janice Field for helping get July Trail Tales mailed.

...Carolina DeLuca, Fay Hall and Dave Leman for including donations with their dues.

...Ruben Evelyn Gallegos for donating a dozen "D" ring three hole notebooks.

...Mr. & Mrs Jack Whitehead for a donation.

...Esther Jarvis for a substantial donation in memory of Harold Jarvis, Jr., a native of Brighton.

...Howell Davis and Diane Mannooch for desks donated.

...Jim DeJohn, Harold Salom and Dick Wearre for transporting the bookcase from Conway Township.

...Jerry Bair for use of trailer for moving the bookcase.

...Bill Anderson: Ed Bottom; Tom Coates, Jr. and son Judy Dalny; Jim DeJohn; Nancy Frendhoz; Betty Herbst; Judy Kline; Piet, Jane and Dana Lindhout; Diane and Sean Mannooch; Bill Metz; Kevin Nash; Stan Schaper; S. J. Vallerduz: Laura Mars; Dick Wearre and wife for innumerable hours of work adjusting windows to watering the yard.

...Jim DeJohn and Judy Kline for moving the desks donated by Howell Davis.

PRESERVATION/RESTORATION

ARCHIVES: Compiling data and looking forward to moving into the Archives Room at the Lyons School.

BRIGHTON AREA HISTORY BOOK. Many are awaiting the publication of this fine book. Carol McMacken, 810/251-2697, is working diligently. She appreciates your help.

LYONS SCHOOL: When your editor arrives at the school she always finds jobs that have been completed. Weeds are pulled, desks and furniture cleaned, windows cleaned and painted, etc. July 5, about 15 people contributed labor and materials. Eaves were scraped and painted, the ramp railing painted, bathroom cleaned. 9.5 long book case installed, piano and organ moved, exterior lamps installed, AC and water heater turned on. ETC. It is a genuine pleasure to be involved with so many who really care about the completion of the functional restoration of this former rural school. The Society is aware of its responsibility to the community which has been so generous.

The Society expresses sincere sympathies to the families of Jean Leith Lanning and Francies Bud Stemman lifetime residents of the area. Also to the families of Homer Rothner and Cheryl Stockman. All of the above were Society members.

LYONS SCHOOL NEEDS...

...Pictures of George Washington and Abraham Lincoln.

...An interior flag stand and an exterior flag pole.

...Repair of wall maps.

...Base cabinets for bathroom and archives room.

...People to become friends of the Lyons School.

...Someone to bring the old round wood stove back to life.

FUND RAISING PROJECTS

Your support is vital

POST CARDS WITH EARLY LOCAL SCENES. PKG OF 6/$3.50. NOTE PAPER @ $2.50. COPIES OF 1875 PLAT MAPS OF BRIGHTON, GENOA, GREEN OAK AND HAMBURG TOWNSHIPS AND A 1915 MAP OF BRIGHTON FOR $1. NEEDLEPOINT KITS $8. SHOW THE J TOWN HALL AS DO MUGS @ $5. AND TOTE BAG @ $15. COVERLETS. RED, GREEN OR BLUE have nine local sites woven in. $95. All the above at 810/229-6402.

A new TAPESTRY PILLOW. $30. depicting the Brighton railroad depot and train is available. A fine companion to the coverlets above. 810/220-7394 to order.

WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

August 11, 12 Milford Historical Society will be participating in Brighton Memories by selling root beer floats, penny candy and lemonade along with a cemetery walk at Oak Grove Cemetery. September 15, 16, they’ll be conducting their home tour, and a flea market.

August 18, 2-4 P.M. Green Oak Historical Society will host Green Oak Day at Greenoak Hill. 10470 Roshon Rd., George DeAngelis will present the history of the "Old Mill," bring a picnic lunch, and Ann chair - eat by the old mill stream. 216/480-3578 for more info.

Now thru November, Plymouth Historical Museum is exhibiting doll houses and miniatures.

THE SIGNATURE QUILT, which are embroidered signatures for a donation of $10.00, has room for yours. Send in your signature or that of a relative. A file of signatures of early residents is available. Your donation is an appropriate and simple way to support the Society’s activities.

TILES: 13 different local sites are shown on black/white 6” square ceramic tiles. These are all limited editions. Nostalgia Antiques, 116 W. Main, has them in stock at $3.00 or $5/21.00.

FUND RAISING PROJECTS

...People to call Nancy Frederburg, 810/227-7814, or help in the Society booth at the Art Fair. August 11, 12. A couple of hours will be a big help. This is an opportunity for good P.R. for the Society.

...Someone to serve as Secretary and someone to serve as treasurer. Marge White has been treasurer for a number of years. She deserves a break. 810/229-6402.

...Someone to promote and help prepare applications for Michigan Historical Site Markers. 810/229-6402 for applications.

...First class stamps for administration and archival postage needs.

...Case of 81 x 11 white copy paper.

...5 hole notebooks. 11-2”. D ring to properly file archival information.
LYONS SCHOOL AND ITS HISTORY

Richard J. Lyon was apparently one of those people trusted by many. A carver and guild founder in New York City, he was a member of a guild made up of other professional artists. A cholera epidemic had descended on the city in 1852 and many made plans to leave the area. Richard was entrusted with funds (8000.00 + ) to purchase hundreds of acres in Michigan for other members of the guild.

With wife Martha, and a two year old daughter, Caroline, he moved his family to Livingston County. It is likely they came by way of the Erie Canal, steamer over Lake Erie and landed in Detroit. Richard purchased over 1000 acres in Brighton Township for other guild members. When one traveled west of Detroit it was by foot or horseback into a wooded wilderness liberally sprinkled with marshes and lakes. The only trail was the Indians’ Grand River Trail brushed out barely enough for a person on foot. With their household goods in two wagons pulled by oxen and three milk cows, Richard and his family traveled three days to come from Detroit.

Following their arrival, the family names of Arms, Wools, Young, Prosser, Rogers, Irizarry and Tim Warner, Beach, Morgan, Conley, McDonald in the early records of Brighton Township. The first ones on the scene often housed other newcomers in their own one room log cabins and helped build their cabin. Most of these pioneers also had their families with them.

After shelter was provided and crops planted, these settlers began to repair the lack of education which had been left far to the east. They had come searching for new lives and homes and realized their children’s education was next on the priority list. As was often the case, a responsible pioneer dedicated an acre for the location of a school. Log of course. Richard and Martha were no exception. In 1892 the log school for District #8 was erected. The children of the settlers within walking distance began attending Lyons’ school. In 1885 the school board decided a frame building needed to be erected. After more than 40 years the log structure had served its purpose well. The well provided water, the sun and oil lamps provided lighting, a wood stove, a warming two out houses as sanitary facilities and very young teachers taught. Now there were more desks, chairs, a recitation bench, roll up wall maps and pictures of Presidents Washington and Lincoln helped provide inspiration for about 20 students.

About 55 years later an addition was built, toilets brought indoors, electricity installed and a larger stover. However lunch came in their tin bucket, baseball, Annie-1-over, musical chairs, etc., were still played at recess. The last day of school picnic, the Christmas program and spelling bees often were community events.

After WW II, and improved highways shortened the travel time from Detroit to an hour many families minceck the Lyons of 1855 and migrated to the Brighton area. They, too, soon realized the need for the education of their children. Unable to contain and educate the growing numbers of students rural schools consolidated and the old schools were empty. Few remain. Following the construction of a new town hall, the township board offered the Historical Society the building for restoration. With complete local support the Lyons School is again a viable structure. (Marieanna Bair, Editor.)